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#I have been touring UP since the last one year and everywhere, I have been 
witnessing huge crowds in BJP’s meetings. People of Uttar Pradesh have 
made up their mind to vote for a BJP government and BSP and the SP-

Congress alliance will bite the dust 

 

#BJP will form the next government in UP on March 11 with two-third 

majority 

 

#There is huge wave in favour of BJP. In the coming rounds - be it 
Poorvanchal, Bundelkhand or central UP - the BJP will make huge gains 

 

#When you vote for BJP in these assembly elections, do not vote for our 
party candidates, do not vote to change the government or do not vote for a 

new CM but vote to change the fortune and destiny Uttar Pradesh 

 

#A BJP tsunami will soon hit Uttar Pradesh, heralding a major change in 
the course of country’s politics 

 

#There is utter chaos in UP for the past five years under SP government. 
With their newly forged alliance with the Congress, they are on their way to 

lose power. SP and BSP have destroyed the state of UP 

 

#In the last 15 years, it is either SP or BSP that ruled the state. As a result, 
UP today lags way behind other states on all parameters of progress and 

development. The state gave an opportunity to SP and BSP but the parties 
could not develop UP 

 

#Do you get 24 hour electricity in your homes? Is every village connected by 
road network? Have youths got jobs? Are women safe and secure? Are 
farmers able to sell their produce? Do sugar cane farmers get their dues? Is 

law and order robust? Are there hospitals and are medicines available at 
nominal rates? 

 

#Your resounding no to each of my questions is in contradiction to Akhilesh 

Yadav tall claims that the development work done by him speaks for itself. It 
is not Akhilesh’s development work but his misdeeds that speak for 

themselves 

 

#Akhilesh Yadav has made UP number one state in the country when it 
comes to murders, rapes, and extortion. Traders, businessmen, students 

and farmers are being murdered in the state. He has also made UP number 
one in terms of unemployment 

 

#People see 2 princes of Congress and SP on TV these days and both claim 
that they will work for betterment of UP. However, mother of one prince is 



troubled because of him while father of other prince is upset because of him. 
And now, UP is in trouble because of their tie up 

 

#SP-Congress alliance is a last minute stop gap arrangement. An alliance is 
always between two political parties and ideologies. This is an unholy 

alliance between two corrupt families 

 

#By forging an alliance of two corrupt families, Akhilesh Yadav has already 
conceded defeat. Ram Manohar Lohia, who was a socialist, fought Congress 

throughout his life but SP forged an alliance with the same party 

 

#If Akhilesh was confident of winning the assembly elections on his own, he 

would have never joined hands with Congress. By doing so, he has accepted 
defeat even before elections 

 

#The Congress led UPA ruled the country for a period of 10 years with the 

support of SP and BSP. For 10 years, the UPA government indulged in 
scams and large scale corruption. The series of scams cost the country 12 
lakh crore rupees 

 

#Similarly, the SP government in UP is faced with several corruption charges 
including mining scam, nurses’ recruitment scam, police recruitment scam, 

metro scam, and road construction scam 

 

#Akhilesh Yadav has been taking credit for running metro in Lucknow. 
However, the truth is that metro services have not yet become operational in 

the state capital 
 

#The two parties, which have indulged in such large scale corruption, now 

claim that will bring development to UP 

 

#Uttar Pradesh poll outcome will bring about a major change in the course 
of country’s politics. The results will bring dynastic and caste-based politics 

to a grinding halt 

 

#Only BJP leader and PM Narendra Modi can resolve the problems of UP 

 

#Rahul Gandhi has been asking Modiji about the achievements of BJP 
government. When Lok Sabha elections take place in 2019, we will give 
account of every minute and every penny spent by our government. But 

before us, Akhilesh Yadav must give account of the work done by his 
government in the last 5 years 

 

#I must answer Rahul Gandhi that first of all, we have given a PM who 
speaks. The UPA government had given a PM, whose voice was only heard 
by Rahul and his mother. Two, we have given a government that doesn’t face 

even allegation of corruption in the last 2.5 years 

 

#The Modi government has also launched 93 schemes or one scheme every 

fortnight in the last 2.5 years for the benefit of the poor, women, youth, 
farmers, backward, and dalits. However, the benefits of these schemes have 
failed to reach the people in UP due to corrupt state government 



 

#The Congress has ruled the country for 60 years. Rahul’s great 
grandfather, grandmother, father, and mother have run the governments. 

What have they done for the country? 

 

#The 60 years of Congress rule could not provide power in houses, could not 

provide clean drinking water, could not build toilets, and could not provide 
gas connection in kitchens. On the other hand, On the other hand, in just 
2.5 years, the Modi government has given 2 crore free gas connections to 

poor households across the country 

 

#In the last 2.5 years, the BJP government at the centre has allocated an 

additional 2.5 lakh crore rupees to UP. However, that money has not 
reached the villages and the poor but it has been usurped by SP workers 
and leaders 

 

#If BJP forms government in UP, we will waive off loans of all small and 
marginal farmers. We have also decided that all loans for farmers in future 
will come at zero interest rate 

 

#Under SP government, there have been many cases where cattle of farmers 
have been stolen by those running slaughter houses. I assure you that the 

day BJP CM takes oath, we will bring an ordinance to shut down all 
slaughter houses to save the state’s cattle. No one has the right to slaughter 
cow, buffalo or ox on the holy land of UP 
 

#The Akhilesh government distributed laptops to the state’s youth on the 
basis of religion and caste. However, when we come to power, we will provide 

free laptop along with 1 GB of data connectivity to the youth irrespective of 
their caste or religion 

 


